THE INCODED SPEED OF LIGHT
The purpose of this illustration is to present the mathematical association of the Speed of Light in meters that appears to be ‘encoded’ in stone by the designers and builders of the Great Pyramid of Giza. It has been well researched and established that the design of the Great Pyramid model
incorporates the functions and fractals of pi and phi. However, the amazing correlation of the Great Pyramid measured in meters produces the coefficient that nearly perfectly codes or measures the Speed of Light. There are actually 2 variables that suggest this Speed of Light encoding.
One such factor is the actual Earth coordinates based off of the Greenwich Meridian line. The second factor is found in the sum difference of the circumference measures of the outer and inner design from a top view, again in meters. The margin of error is approximately .01%.
The Great Pyramid is not only a beacon of Light much like a
‘lighthouse’ with its gold pyramidion but it functioned as
part of a ‘Cosmic Clock’ that keeps time of the Precession
of the Equinoxes. It is like the ‘big hand’ of a clock and
interestingly, the Sphinx is like the ‘little hand’ of a clock.
In this case, it is the Mazzaroth of the 12 Signs of the zodiac
that rotate. The 30 degree period of approximately 2160 is
seen in the Bible and in Revelation along with the sacred
dimensions of the coming New Jerusalem, for example.
Based on the epoch of time, the Age of the Fish, the Church
Age is about to end and the Age of Aquarius is about to
dawn. , that is the with the return of Jesus Christ to set up a
1000 year Millennial Right on Earth.
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= 25,920 YEARS
1 AGE = ~2160 YEARS

Precession of the Equinoxes is defined as an illusion of the backdrop
constellation in which the Sun is ‘houses’ from Earth’s perspective 1
degree every 72 years. The Great year mirrors a 12 hour cycle of a
clock in that 12 ‘Houses’ of the Mazzaroth x 72 years = 2160 years.
This the approximate diameter of the Moon in relation to the Earth
mathematical based on the Great Pyramid Pattern as so will be the
New Jerusalem.
2160 x 12 Cycle or Eons/Epochs =

25,920 years

25,000 YEARS

25,920 x 3 = 77,700 Light Years x .33 = ~103.3608 K

= ~29.9792458° meters per seconds or Speed of Light
Circumference of Outer Circle = 1024.463491 meters
Circumference of Inner Circle = 723.697975 meters
_________________________
Difference in measurement = 299.76556 meters
= ~million meters per second = 299.79245
= Speed of Light by .01% margin of error
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The Pyramid Clock illustrated on the chart is depicted in ‘reverse’ order or
format not illustrated on most drawings online. It mirrors the coordinates
from a cosmic perspective, not an Earth perspective.
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The Sphinx is the perfect synthesis of the entire 12 Houses or Signs of the Mazzaroth. The Signs
start with the Virgin and ends with the Lion. Thus the head of the Sphinx was that of a woman, not
an Egyptian Pharaoh as erroneously thought and accepted.

The Bible teaches that Jesus Christ is the Life and Light of Creation;
that He is the Creator come in human form to redeem Adam’s fallen
race. As like water that can be delineated into 3 parts, so too is light
delineated into what can be seen, heard and felt. Such is the divine
pattern of the 1 GOD Creator in 3 Persons, thus the Trinity. This ‘Trinity’
pattern is seen in the human creation of its body, soul and spirit
makeup. Humanity, unlike all of the rest of Creation, is made is the
‘Form and Likeness’ of the Creator Himself. Not even Angels or the
counterfeit ‘Light’, that of Luc-ifer has this makeup.

72 is a fractal of the coefficient used in Biblical prophecy such as the
number of Disciples Jesus sent out to preach the Gospel. It is also the
number of Nations and the Fallen Angles that are over them presently.
If one factors it when Noah was 600 years old that is supposed to be the
year of the Flood, it would be 43,200. This 4-3-2 pattern is seen in the
phi ratio pattern that is the ‘Signature of the Creator.

